
Beautifully Authentic High-Performance Roofing 

Brava Slate Roof Tile

New Profile!  
Synthetic Slate 
Roof Tiles 
Elegance and durability of  
natural slate with all the benefits 
of composite roof tile, at a fraction  
of the cost.



We wanted to 
capture the beauty 
and charm of 
natural quarried 
slate.

Quarried slate has  
unique textures and hues.

Brava Slate Roof Tile is the 
only synthetic slate with 
subtle authentic nuances of  
color variation found in 
Mother Nature.

Brava Slate: Light Arendale

Natural Quarried Slate
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Brava Cedar Lake ForestBrava Slate: Onyx

 

Brava Slate Roof Tile

Traditional Quarried Slate

Beautiful 
appearance that 

fits your home.

Beautiful 
appearance that 

fits your home.

Must be inspected 
and repaired 
annually for 

cracked or slipped 
tiles, spalling, and 
fastener failures. 

Natural slate is 
brittle and must 

be monitored and 
replaced by a 

specialist. 

More susceptible 
to hail  and storm 

damage.

Heavy weight 
requires additional 

structural 
reinforcement. 

No maintenance 
costs.

50-year 
transferable 

 warranty.

Class A fire rating. Highest resistance 
rating against hail 

and storm damage.

Lightweight and 
strong. Does 

not require any 
structural changes.

Class A fire rating.
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Beautifully Realistic
A hallmark of Mother Nature is that her 

colors are rich and varied. 

Brava Slate Roof Tile is infused with 
natural minerals giving it multi-toned 

hues and textures. By comparison, other 
synthetics look flat, patterned, and plastic.

Without question, Brava visually matches 
natural quarried slate like no other.

Brava uses the  
most advanced UV  
protection to 
guarantee superior 
long-lasting color.

Brava Slate: Washington

Brava Slate: Atlantic 776



Lightweight  
and Strong

Brava Slate Roof Tile is designed to 
be beautifully authentic without the 

extreme weight of natural slate.

Our slate roofing installs easily 
without the need for costly structural 

modifications. Go ahead, walk on your 
new slate roof.

Our core collection of seven Mother Nature-inspired hues.

Our premium collection of five magnificent color blends.

Legacy and custom colors available upon request.

Arendale

Washington

Atlantic

European

Cottage

Pine Green Tuscan Clay Victorian White

Graphite Light Arendale

Onyx

Premium Blend Premium Blend Premium Blend Premium Blend Premium Blend

Note: Premium Blend and Title 24 Cool 
Roof Colors are available as an upcharge 
from Standard Color pricing. Please 
consult your sales representative for 
additional information.
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Authentic  
Natural Look
Brava molds are cast from pieces of 
hand-chiseled slate. Our slates have 
natural edges and varied depth of 
color to create an authentic European 
feel. Brava Slate Roof Tile has a thick 
profile and deep color exposure 
throughout the entire tile.

Brava uses state-of 
the-art compression 
molding technology. 
It’s this precision 
of manufacturing 
that gives Brava 
Slate Roof Tile 
its unparalleled 
strength.

Brava Slate: Atlantic
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Once you have it in  
your hand, you’ll see  
for yourself. There is  
no comparison.

Maintenance Free
Natural slate requires ongoing inspection 

for mold, cracked or slipped tiles, and 
rust-colored pyrite stains. Brava Slate is 

maintenance-free, giving owners superior 
protection and peace of mind.

Brava Slate: Onyx

Brava Slate: Arendale
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“We prefer to use Brava synthetic 
roofing because it offers the ultimate  
protection for our homeowners while 

giving them the traditional natural 
look they desire.”

Lorena Vargas - Contractor 

“We get a lot of mold in South Florida. 
We will never have that issue with 
Brava. It is close celled. It doesn’t 
consume the water and collect mold.”

Steve Barone - Homeowner 

Brava Slate: Washington

Brava Slate: Multi-Color
Fully Sustainable
We use recycled material in all our 
products, and we’re very proud 
to share that Brava’s Slate is fully 
recyclable. We are committed to a 
sustainable future and work hard 
every day to keep used building 
materials out of landfills.

Brava Slate: Washington14 15



Cover photo: Brava Slate Light Arendale
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